In this paper, we define the concept of topological left thick subsets in a locally compact semigroup which is a generalisation and extension of the concept of left thick subsets in (discrete) semigroups introduced by T. Mitchell and prove that if T is a Borel measurable subset of a locally compact left amenable semigroup S, then T is topological left thick if and only if there is a topological left invariant mean M on S such that M(χ τ ) = 1 where χ τ is the characteristic functional of T in 5, thus generalising, and extending a result of Mitchell for (discrete) semigroup.
Introduction. Let S be a semigroup and T C S. T is called left thick in S if for every finite subset FCS, there is some sES such that Fs C T. In [8], Mitchell proves that if S is left amenable (i.e. the bounded functions m (S) on S has a left invariant mean) then a subset T C S is left thick if and only if there is a left invariant mean μ on m(S)
such that μ(ξτ) = 1 where ξ τ is the characteristic function of T in S. In this paper, we extend this concept of left thick subsets to topological left thick subsets in locally compact semigroups and obtain a topological analogue (as well as an extension) of Mitchell's result. It is also an analogue of a result of Day in [4] for locally compact groups which as stated in [4] contains an error. A corrected version is given below in §5 (Remark 2).
2.
Notations and terminologies. For definitions of topological left invariant means on locally compact semigroups, we follow Wong [12] . Let S be a locally compact semigroup, M(S) its measure algebra with total variation norm and convolution as multiplication and M 0 (S) its probability measures. A Borel subset T C 5 is called topological left thick if the following condition is satisfied: For each 0 < e ^ 1 and each compact subset FCS, there is some measure μ E M 0 (S) such that v * μ(T)> \-e for any v E M ( , (5) with v(F') = 0. It will be proved below that this definition agrees with that in Mitchell [8] when S is discrete. (Our definition is necessarily more complicated because of the "continuity nature" involved.)
A net μ a E M {) (S) is said to converge strongly to topological left invariance uniformly on compacta if for every compact set FCS,
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II μ *μ« -μ α ||->0 uniformly for all μ GM 0 (5) with μ(F') = 0. Since measures in M(S) with compact supports are norm dense in M(S), this implies that μ a converges strongly to topological left invariance. That is || μ * μ a -μ a ||-»0 for any μ E M Q (S) . (This latter condition is equivalent to M(S)* having a topological left invariant mean by [12, Theorem 3.1] ). The converse of the above implication need not be true except when 5 is discrete (for then compact sets are finite) or when 5 is a group (which is proved in §5 below).
3. A Lemma. Let M be a topological left invariant mean on M(S)*, then there is a net μ a E M 0 (S) which converges w* to M in M(5)**. It is easy to show that the net μ a converges weakly to topological left invariance. That is μ * μ a -μ a -> 0 weakly in M(5) for each μ E M 0 (S). In general, the convergence need not be uniform on compacta nor in the norm topology of M(S). The following lemma states that if there is some net in M Q (S) converging strongly to topological left invariance uniformly on compacta, then there is a net τ β E M 0 (S) with the same property and such that τ β -^M weak* in M(S)**. Proof Let μ α , a £Ξ D be the net given and let v β , β E E be a net in M 0 (5) such that v β ->M weak* in M(5)**. We shall construct the required net by a result on iterated limits (Kelley [7, Theorem 4, Chapter 2, p. 69] Since M is topological left invariant, the iterated limit * lim α w * lim β μ a * μ β exists and is equal to M. In fact for
By [6, Theorem 4, Chapter 2, p. 69] , the net V°R converges to this iterated limit M in weak* topology of M(S)**. It remains to show that V° R (α, /) converges strongly to topological left invariance uniformly on compacta. But for any μ E M o (5) ,
= \\μ * μ a -μ a || and the result follows immediately.
NOTE. Uniform strong left amenability was first introduced by H. Reiter [9] for locally compact groups (in a slightly different form) and is equivalent to left amenability (see §5 below). We need this concept for semigroups in order to extend Mitchell's result. In fact, Lemma 3.1 is the crux of the idea. It is not known if it is equivalent to the existence of a topological left invariant mean on M(S)* for a general semigroup S. (
1) T is topological left thick in S. (2) There is a topo ogical left invariant mean M on M(S)* such that M(χ τ ) = l. Here χ τ is the characteristic functional of T in S defined by Xτ(μ) = ldμ=μ(T), μEM(S).
Proof (1) implies (2) By assumption, M(S)* has a topological left invariant mean M (see §2). Suppose T is topological left thick. Consider the pairs a = (e, F) where 0 < e ^ 1 and F C S compact. Define a ^ a λ to mean e ^ e x and F D F λ . For each α, there is a measure μ a E M 0 (S) such that v * μ a {T) > 1 -β for all v G M 0 (S) with v{F') = 0. We first prove that 
(S) spans M(S)).
Here the functional 1 is defined by l(μ) = μ(S), μ E M(S) (i.e. 1 = ^s) Let now N be a mean on M(S)* such that μ a^> N weak* in M(S)** (using a subnet if necessary) and consider the Arens' product MQN (in the second conjugate Banach algebra M(S)**, see Arens [1] and Day [2, §6] for definition). It is straightforward to verify that M Θ N is a topological left invariant mean (since M is) on M(S)** such that (M0JV)(^T) = 1. (2) implies (1) Assume that there is a topological left invariant mean M on M(S)* such that M(χ τ ) = 1. By Lemma 3.1, there is a net μ a E M 0 (5) such that μ a -» M iv * in M(S)** and such that μ α converges strongly to topological left invariance uniformly on compacta. Consider the net χ τ Θ μ a . Let F C 5 be compact, μ E M 0 (S) with μ(F') = 0. Then result in [8, Theorem 7, p. 257] . It is also an analogue of a result in Day [4, Theorem 7.8] for locally compact groups which involves the Haar measure. However, our result is valid for all locally compact semigroups and is formulated in terms of measures in M(S). This result of Day does not make sense in our case because of the absence of a Haar measure. The next theorem shows that the concept of topological left thickness agrees with that of left thickness in Mitchell [8] , when S is a discrete semigroup.
THEOREM 4.2. // S is a discrete semigroup and T any subset of 5, then T is left thick iff T is topological left thick.
Proof. Since S is discrete M(S)= /i(5), the absolutely summable functions on S and M(S)* = m(S) the bounded functions on S. Assume that T is topological left thick but not left thick. As in Mitchell [8, Theorem 7] , there is some finite subset F in S such that for any t E S
Σ &(st)^N-l
where ξ τ is the (c) In view of remarks (a) and (b) and Theorem 4.2, it follows that Mitchell's result [8, Theorem 7] is a special case of Theorem 4.1.
Locally compact groups. If 5 is a locally compact
group, then left amenability is equivalent to "uniform strong left amenability". This is implicitly contained in Day [3] who attributes it to Reiter [10]. We give the proof here for completeness. For notations in abstract harmonic analysis on groups, we follow Hewitt and Ross [6].
LEMMA 5.1 (Reiter, Day) . Let S be a locally compact group. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) There is a net μ a E M 0 (S) such that \\μ * μ a -μ a ||->0 for each μ SM 0 (S\ i.e 
. S is left amenable. (2) There is a net μ a E M 0 (S) such that for each compact net F
Proof. (2) implies (1) This is because the measures in M 0 (S) with compact supports are norm dense in M 0 (S).
(1) implies (2) Let μ a E M 0 (5) be a net such that ||μ * μ a -μ a \\->0 for each μ^M 0 (S).
We can assume that μ a G M a (S) = L^S) otherwise consider the net v * μ a for some fixed v E M a (S) (which is an ideal of M(S)) with v^O and ||i/|| = l. By the canonical isometric isomorphism of M a (S) = L { (S), this implies that there is a net φ a G P(S) = {<pE L^S): φ i=0, || φ || i = l} such that ||μ * <p α -φ a || -^ 0 for each μ G M 0 (S). We can assume that φ a is left equicontinuous (that is, given e > 0, there is some neighborhood [/ of the identity in S such that || l s φ a -φ a ||i < € for any α and any 5 G ί7) otherwise replace φ a by φ * φ α where φ is a fixed element in P(S) (see Day [3] for details). It follows from [3, Theorem 1] that for each compact set F in S, \\l t -*(p a ~ ψ a || i -> 0 uniformly for t G F. Now let μ G M () (5) Proof. (1) and (2) 2. It follows from Theorem 5.2 that for a locally compact group S, topological left thickness of a measurable subset T of S is equivalent to Day's condition (in [4, Theorem 7.8] ) that for each compact set F in 5 and each e > 0, there is some s GS such that A (F Π Ts) g (1 -e) λ (F) where λ is the left Haar measure. Note that Day's original condition in [4, Theorem 7.8] is similar but with the set theoretical difference F ~ Ts in place of the intersection F Π Ts above. His result as stated in Day [4, Theorem 7.8 ] is false as is easily seen by taking both S and T to be the real numbers. The correct version using set theoretical difference should be λ (F ~ Ts) g e λ (F).
6. An example. Let S be the real numbers with addition. It is easy to see that M(S) has a topological left invariant mean (since it is commutative). In fact, there is a net in M 0 (S) converging strongly to topological left invariance uniformly on compacta (Theorem 5.1). Let T be a measurable subset of 5, then T is topological left thick if T contains intervals of arbitrarily large Lebesgue measure (i.e. length) no matter how thinly these intervals are scattered (cf. Day [4, Remarks after Corollary 7.5, p. 24] ). For in this case, given any 0 < e ^ 1 and any finite interval J, we can choose some a E S such that T -a D I. Now if e a is the Dirac measure at α, then v * e a (T) = v{T -a)^ v{I) = 1 > 1 -e for any v in M 0 (5) with v(ΐ) = 1. Since each compact set in S is bounded, the result follows immediately. This result yields many mutually singular topological left invariant means on the real numbers, analogous to the situation of the integers. (See also Mitchell [8, Corollary 5, p. 258] ). Of course, the same can also be done for the positive real numbers under addition, which is a locally compact semigroup.
Addendum. After the submission of this paper, the author learned that M. Day has obtained yet another similar characterisation of those Borel subsets on which some topological left invariant mean concentrates, namely, the topological left lumpy subsets which also extend Mitchell's concept of left thick subsets. His result are valid assuming only (topological) left amenability but not necessarily uniform strong left amenability.
